Food And Beverage Responses

1. When visiting Lakeside Park, I want access to food and beverages. - Responses
Blank Responses
All responses in Hmong #7
Agree
5
4
3
2
Yes it would be nice.
Strongly Agree Responses
need someplace that sells beer again. they used to.
wireless internet too
Would love better quality sandwiches etc.
Would appreciate more than one location with a variety of food/snacks
ice cream stand!
water
I would like to see the concession stand open more and prices reasonable
The past vendor did a very good job.
Good coffee and wine!
the pavilion should be demolished and a restaurant be built
Combination "fast food" and casual sit-down dining
Present concessions are horrible. A restaurant and bar combo would be nice on the west end with boat slips available
Restaurant with lake views/outdoor seating/live music
Need more options then the ice cream truck. Price matters.
Finger food, ice cream and drinks.
Definitley, during the summer there are no good locations on the southside of the lake for boaters to park and get food or drinks.
There has never been enough acces for food or drinks at the park.
Popcorn and Ice Cream Treats would be awesome in the summer
Healthy food
Something healthy for the entire family
An Ice cream stand would be nice.
make it variety and AFFORDABLE for ALL parents
open the restrooms earlier in the year
A restaurant on shore of the lake with patio seating
When we were kids, we were always at Lakeside Park. It's nice to have a place to buy food and something to drink instead of running to A and W
We have to go to engies Kwik trip or a&aw
would be nice to have a reasonable venue for hot dogs and such
A restaurant would be incredible
would like a nice sit down place along with faster food for drinks and snacks
Lakeside Park needs a restaurant and bar type destination.
I think a restaurant with seasonal outdoor seating would be great
No real concession variety.
Agree Responses
for family
by small concessioners only, no big business or franchise
From the food stand that's there
Like we've always had
hard call - unfortunately fdl does not seem to support new business......
Summer - soda, ice cream, etc.
More than what they have now.
During July, August on Sat. and Sunday
Non-alcoholic beverages only
I like to set lunch there and usually bring in my own food. Would be nice to have something with convenient take out for a picnic
I prefer the park to family orientqated not for drinking of alcoholic beveragea
Especially during a festival
vending machines in more locations would be nice.
would be nice to have beverages in the summer time heat
I feel the current snack concession stand is great. Little Ceasars is perfectly located if a person wants to pick up a pizza and eat it in the park. Lucky them. :
A few healthy choices will be great.
At least drink machines would be nice.
It is nice they are available when needed
Festivals yes
Snack foods. Keep it simple.
accept credit cards at concessions
or more water fountains so when biking you can grab a drink
A nice little Tiki Bar, but NO HOTEL!
Itd be cool to see maybe a little summertime operation that specializes in fish and chips, the fish being from Lake Winnebago
it would be nice to know if i want a hawaain ice or qa hot dog there are reg hours to get these not hit and miss
Currently I do not think of the Park as a place to go for food or drinks. I would be nice of the Park was developed for resturants or other dining (Snack Shack in the Summer
when available, longer hours of operation
They are over priced so we try to limit them and bring our own
I usually use the concession stand on Oven Island operated by Fond du Lac Softball, Inc
But only for picnics, parties, special events etc.
Only from vendors who are approved by the Health Dept. Not random Mom and Pop stands
Not the ice truck. Something more healthy more substantial.theres so many people out there exercising it would be nice
A small concession stand would be nice
with limits. local clubs with weekend offerings
Standard concessions
yeah
Nice to have the option
by the marina
We nee to have live music dueing the spring and summer months
I like to know I don't have to bring stuff along if I can get good snaks at the reasonable price
It is favorable for most I would think
It is always a nice option.
an old fashioned beer garden would be great
Additional bubblers in the children's area would be the most preferred source of beverages
weekDAYS and not just on weekends
would prefer local venders
food trucks would be a great addition.
Weekend food or ice cream truck would be nice
Beverages
It depends how long we will be at the park. Generally speaking when we are hungry we leave for the day
Vending machines?
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Neutral Responses
obviously for special events, we eat at the park. not usually otherwise unless we bring our own
bring your own
prices are high
Would be nice
Adequate concessions available now
In the summer it would be nice, but otherwise not so much
Usually have own drink or food
3
I don't go to the park to eat unless it is a festival
The only time I feel a need to purchase something is at the softball games to support softball. If they were not open I would bring my own food/drin
Food truck could be cool
we bring our own
Most of the time the cost of the drinks and food are too expensive for me to purchase
Only at sporting events
We bring our own picnic, so we do not use vendors at the park.
Working water fountains are a good idea!
Ok
I like to bring my own healthy food, but would like the option to get a treat once in a while
Typically Bring my own
food and beverages are nice, but is not something I would have to have
Gluten allergies make this difficult for my family
Mainly during festivals
Usually bring our own
With events yes.
would highly agree in warm weather months
Having concessions in the summer is nice.
A nice dinning restaurant with lake view would be an add attraction
I usually bring my own, but it is nice to have it available
Snack items
although I won't turn down ice cream in the summer if it's available
During festivals for sure
It is a nice feature for out of town guests
usually bring my own picnic
love nature not concessions
Having food and beverages available at the dockmasters building would be nice
While it is nice to be able to buy snacks on the weekends by the playground, it is also nice to not have this option during the week and just bring our own
Restrooms open year round, 24/7; at least one
The bathroom/bubbler is wonderful!
usually bring my own
Food already exists at events I attend
concessions, coffee bar, beer garden, food carts
The picnic areas are great for bringing your own stuff. Sales not needed
I go to the Yacht Club/a food truck would be nice
It would be nice to see the mall by the children's museum developed into some eating places
Only snacks or treats, not a large scale restaurant
BUT it sure would be nice
Normally bring anything I want.
During festivals, yes; otherwise I don't expect it.
Disagree Responses
Disagree
at concession stand.Or picnic its a PARK not restaurant
We ususlly bring our own.
i come for picnics and bring my own food, or attend events where food is included
we have dicks to buy food at
There are plenty of places to pick up these items near the park
Only at festivals, I bring my own food otherwise.
If we are going to play, we don't use it, especially since it is typical concessions food and we can go to A&W just a couple blocks away. I don't even conside
it because I don't care for the look of the concessions areas (by the playground and the pavilion). They don't come across as looking clean and inviting (as a matter of fact I'l
just tell the kids we'll go somewhere else). I don't mind stopping at the boat launch concessions/restroom area when we are on the boat. Menomonie Park in Oshkosh looks more inviting
Clutters the beauty of nature and creates litter. Keep commercialization at the park boundry
Most prople bring there own.
we pack our own food and drink--it'a a park not a restaurant
I can bring my own (I eat organic) - but I can see how it can be useful for others
A&W
no need for commercial food
During special events, using existing facilities with vendors.
Strongly Disagree Responses
Strongly Disagree
during events yes, otherwise no
i bring my own
We have Salty's and A&W
to much trash in the park
People should plan ahead and bring their own
Food or drinks could be near entrances to park not in park
Y
Several food and beverage locations are nearby
There are more than enough restaurants in FDL
we have that
They already exist
We bring our own picnic food
If I'm there for that long I'm probably with a group that is picnicing
Dicks concession is just fine. I wish for no other choices.
brining a picnic is the fun part
I bring my own.
There are plenty of restauraunts in the area
available outside the park
take my own if wanted
Bring your own
Except at ballgames which is already there
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2. When visiting Lakeside Park, I would like to have vending machines available (soda, water, SoBe, Gatorade, etc.).
Blank Responses
Highly Agree
5
3
33
Also favorable for most but we've always taken our own
2
neutral
yes
Strongly Agree Responses
again the prices need to be affordable
mainly bottled water would be super helpfu
this would be nice when I am using the park early mornings of late evenings for exercising
vending machines for water availability would be nice, there are quite a few of those mobile food units that can set up for a day or two or on weekends when the park usage is higher and then leave without
permanent structures that take away from the view, such as the hot dog carts, the ice cream carts, small popcorn stands, etc.
Especially nice for sports and runners. This is better than overpriced drinks provided by a vendor that might choose to upcharge beyond reasonable and customary
yeah
make it afordable
also water bublers. Last year several of the bubbler didn't work.
coke products
with my children its not always planned so getting a drink involves me to have to leave
Agree Responses
drinks only, available only in one area
Be sure to include recycling containers for bottles.
Iced teas with no and low sugar.
It would be nice for "out of towners" but I understand vandalism
Have an operation serve beverages as well.
Vending needs to be placed in convenient locations
It might be a nice addition, giving people the opportunity to stay longer without having to leave to hydrate
If they were reasonably priced
nice to have when working out and its hot
Good idea
drinks only
being able to buy bottles of water or gatorade when taking excercise or quick last minute trips to the park would be helpful for families with kids or pet
No more than 3 in the park total
Nice to have drinking water, juice, soda.
Vending machines!
Especially by the ball diamonds during the summer months
Neutral Responses
gatorade
wireless internet too
have now
adequate concessions available now
How would you keep them secure?
Could see that this may cause litter and mess
3
Water
not nescessary
I usually bring a water bottle
this option would be nice, but I usually bring my own beverage anyhow
I usually bring my own, but it is nice to have it available
Maybe, but we can't even keep the Christmas lights safe from vandals.
I live nearby and often bring water, but other options are a perk
I believe there are already vending machines near the gas pumps and on the softball island
Restrooms open year round, 24/7; at least one
I don't care
There is vending at the dock tender
I don't care for the look of rows of vending machines
I think dick's concessions does a good job if there's a vending machine maybe by the pavilion
We pack our own when we can.
Could cause a littering problem.
Disagree Responses
They have them at the marina. No need all around park
Too much temptation for damage.
Not necessary as we bring our own.
Just cause trash
We usually bring our own.
Less likely because of expiration dates
do not want to attract vandals, monitored consessions would be better.
The more vending machines in the park, the more garbage you will find
Wouldn't want this stuff. Looking for something more special and unique
Bubblers
trash would be a concern
Litter
This will just lead to more litter in the Park
too much trash generated
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Strongly Disagree Responses
we have learned to bring our own
no
vandalism
i bring my own
I don't think adding vending machines is a good idea
We bring bottled water
to much trash in the park
This I would likely take advantage of, but I don't have an interest in soda machines. Water, tea, juice or juice box, Gatorade options are great
When I plan a trip to the park I come prepared. This would just add more littering and more time for people to fill those machines
People should plan ahead and bring their own
Sure lets garbage up the park...
makes area UGLY
No, definitely NOT! I think they would 1) increase "commercial" traffic in the park 2) possibly increase litter, and 3) be tempting to individuals in search of cash i.e. target for theives
with the addition of vending machines comes discarded cans, plastic bottles, wrappers. machines ruin the asthetics of the park
They already exist
The park already has this kind of food and soda,water.
Not for me - but I can see how it can be useful for others.
If I'm in a bind, there is one by the boat house
available nearby outside the park
Would rather see attended co session with supervision
take my own
I think that would cheapen the area
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3. When visiting Lakeside Park, I would like to have standard concessions available (hot dog, hamburger, popcorn, candy, soda, etc.). - Responses
Blank Responses
neutral
5
3
33
2
4
That would be most favorable for me and my family
W
highly agree
yes
Strongly Agree Responses
again, beer available
wireless internet too
Better quality. They do a great job at the amusement park in Green Bay
That would be nice. Indoor and outdoor seating.
It keep people there longer, no juck food for me though
affordable
While this may be an expense, I do believe it is a very nice and expected offering for a park this size. Allows for spontaneous visits and longer stays
Reasonable cost food so a family can dine together
See above
During Summer Months
I think that a permanent concession available to non profits would be acceptable
not hit and miss hours but having reg ular hours
only during summer monthes when we stay all day.
closer to play area
Ang & Eddies would be great!
During the months when sporting events are taking place. Both as a player and as a spectator it is nice to be able to grab a quick drink or snack during a game
Agree Responses
small concession stand only, no big business or franchise
Like we've had at the food stand
I think at certain times of the year such as summer months.
When I am alone not so much, but when with my children it's nice to have options
During July, August on weekends
In the summer yes, it would be nice.
The only thing that I really think about is being able to by a bottled wate
The concessions there is great when i need it!
at least during summer when kids play
During warm weather, concession stand by light show near the water treatment area is nice, hot beverages mostly
Again, with a few healthy choices.
Simaliar to what we have now
That would be nice. We usually stop at A&W after our trip to the park, so having something in the park would be nice. But it would also be nice if there were somewhere to eat it without being bothered by
bees or pooping ducks. :)
It would be nice on weekends.
If reasonalbly priced, I think many people would use it, especially in the summer
Same as above
Ice cream stand or something for the kids to look forward to going to during the day
It would be nice to have so when kids get hungry we don't have to leave the park
If they are reasonably priced
Once again, I usually use the concession stand on Oven Island operated by Fond du Lac Softball, Inc
on weekends when park is busier with more people
During spring and summer
yeah
Just like it is now
We need to have live music at he park
For sports funded by boosters or nonprofits (brat fry like)
I might buy a snack when visiting with the kids
That would be nice. Particularly from May-end Oct.
esp in summer
Particularly at sporting events
Depends on the hours. One with good hours would be sufficient
at least on weekends
weekDAYS not just weekends
It depends how long we will be at the park. Generally speaking when we are hungry we leave for the day
Not having to leave the area or not having to travel as far to get to those options would be excellen
Along with musical events or the likes (similar to Buttermilk)
During peak times
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Neutral Responses
hot dogs
The single concessiong stand if fine for that reason in the summer
adequate conessions available now. If picnicking use the grills and bring your own food
It is nice if available. But is not a necessity
see above comment
Street vendors only! The land needs to stay open for people.
As long as its not too commercial, fits into the landscape
Personally this doesn't appeal to me, however, it does to many. The concessions at the ballpark has a good image. I think the others needs to be "spruced" up
this option is nice but nothing I would have to have
Gluten allergies make this difficult for my family
would highly agree in warm weather months
Ice cream shop not frozen treats
One location only like pavilion or harbor area - no temporary stands EXCEPT special events
Depends on pricing.
Maybe, if an outside vendor wanted to take on the task, but it should not be the city
Only for "events", picnics etc.
Any more than what's there now is not necessary
If we have a picnic lunch we usually bring our own food
2
don't really use personally
On weekends in the summer or if a charity group would like to have a brat fry stand similar to what happens at the local grocery stores would be a plus
I believe having these items available at the pavilion/concession building and dockmaster building is sufficien
On weekends this would be nice.
Restrooms open year round, 24/7; at least one
Not sure the vendor would find the park "busy" enough
We don't eat this type f food
Refer to comment above
On weekends in summer
In portable cart. Nothing permanent.
Disagree Responses
i bring my own
We usually bring our own.
we dont go to the park to eat
e
Most unhealthy snacks should be removed.
I can bring my own (I eat organic) - but I can see how it can be useful for others
This wouldn't make me come here mirror less
Strongly Disagree Responses
yes during events, concession stand by the kids is great, also by the shelter
No
to much trash in the park
Festivals and planned events are enough for concessions. Parties/picnics and others visiting should pack a lunch
People should plan ahead and bring their own
we have that
They already exist
1
There is a concessions stand there
I'm headed to A&W for that.
Only at the ball fields
Dont need this to turn into commerializm
They are too expensive for most
available just outside the park
not adult friendly, that's ok for kids
Healthy choices
Already there for ballgames
already at park
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4. When visiting Lakeside Park, I would like to have a coffee/sandwich shop available. - Responses
Blank Responses
disagree
5
5
3
3
2
4
Maybe, if an outside vendor wanted to take on the task, but it should not be the city
3
2
3
HMMMM nice possiblity for us retirees
2
3
agree
Yes
4
3
5
Strongly Agree Responses
wireless internet too
Sounds like a destination spot if good quality
This amenity would help generate even more interest in the park. A great idea, especially with the Marian campus moving to the near neighborhood. Additionally, it may help other businesses in the
immediate area simply by drawing more people to this part of the city - something that is desperately needed.
coffee
This is what was meant for the concession stand; we do not need any other service providers than this
the pavilion should be demolished and a restaurant be built
THIS WOULD BE AWESOME!!!!!
See above comments
This would be nice to not have to leave the park a lot due to kids getting Hungary or thirsty
During Summer months, and into the early fall.
Anything that would help bring people together and provide another option in FDL
that would be lovely!
Absolutely!
That would be wonderful. A day at the park, which could include lunch. :)
perfect for anytime of day
depends on type/quality of offering
Would attract more diverse groups
That would be amazing!!!!
We need shops and a nice restAURANT ON THE WATER
A coffee shop would be wonderful.
might go there more often then
There's just nothing that really provides a relaxing place to eat and people watch
A coffee shop would be a great year round addition - they are not enough in town
Agree Responses
This is would be a nice addition -especially if there is indoor seating during cold or wet weather. Also must have a lake view
That would be a nice thing to have. Like anytime of the year. We don't have many places in FDL just to have coffee and donuts or sandwiches
Not a fast food restaurant. Small cafe run by a local resident of Fond du lac area
Hadn't thought about coffee; might be nice but certainly not what I would go to Lakesid Park fo
they have some great public/private partnerships on Lincoln Memorial in Milwaukee where the offerings are above the standard fare
A small coffee/sandwich/bakery shop.
great idea to attract more. But should be kept as casual environment.
No, only because, it's not fair to all businesses. A coffee shop with benefits going to a non-profit? Just wouldn't want rights to running a coffee sandwich shop to go to the highest bidder. Also, I do not think
the park in and of itself can sustain such a shop. Unless it drew other people to eat there, who had no interest in visiting the park. Is that what we want? Or are we looking to work on bringing in the small
percentage of people that MIGHT stay and eat their lunch outside their car on a park bench, before they go back to work? Small percentage.
Never thought of this. Would be fun but not sure viable
Coffee drinks are a big hit right now, both hot and Iced
With a view to enjoy!
If the quality was high and the food was healthy, that would be cool
This, combined with above grill items would be nice
Restrooms open year round, 24/7; at least one
If I were to buy food at the park I would more likely enjoy this
Near the children's area to get coffee instead of catering to the cotton candy desires of the kids
weekDays not just weekends
Having something on the far west or east side might be nice
Coffee/sandwiches as part of a concession stand would be nice, a standalone shop is not necessary
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Neutral Responses
sandwiches
maybe use it if there was one
Feel concession stand should offer these choices too
3- healthier than hot dogs for families with kids
If it is designed to be a relaxing and inviting atmosphere and somewhere for people who finish exercising can go for a nutrition break or for families to grab a snack so they don't have to leave the park it
would be worth building
Would be nice but I am not sure if I would travel out of my way to buy coffee or have a sandwich there. Maybe if it was a nice restaurant and coffee shop combo?
a nice shop with a view of the lake would be wonderful
not in winter
tea? hot chocolate?
Maybe during holidays or when weather first gets nice in spring. I don't see enough need to have this all the time
As the park is right now, no. It doesn't make sense. Even if the idea could be appealing, it wouldn't survive because there isn't a reason to go to the park in the first place and this wouldn't be something that
would bring the people in. However, if there is a good plan in place to provide additional opportunities for the park, this could be appealing and then I would consider going.
would be nice but not necessary
Gluten allergies make this difficult for my family
would probably utilize if it was there but no big deal if no
support job creation
This is a family park, not a resort
This might be nice for adult groups visiting the area
Not so much summer type drinks/food
I would probably visit the park more so if this were available
Though an indoor place to eat within the park would be nice, esp. when the bugs are really bad and the smell is gross from the treatment plant
ok if not too commercial
notreally
optional
Again - I go to the Yacht Club
that would be cool but not a must
Again I think it be smart to develop the mall by the children's museum instead of it sitting vacan
Again, in a portable cart. I do not want commerical development in the park
Disagree Responses
outside seating by concession stand only
We usually bring our own.
not suable for children
A sandwich shop not a bad idea... but if parking other than for park wanderers was available for general public
I would want to be careful about commercializing too much of our beautiful park
It would be nice to pick up a beverage
See other local businesses if desired.
Unnecessary.
This wouldn't make me come here mirror less
can get this elsewhere in town
Strongly Disagree Responses
totally unnecessary
no, no, no
We have A&W,KwikTrip,and concession stand,or carry in
We bring our own.
Try picnicking.
No please
to much trash in the park
If a business were to be placed in the park, how would property taxes be assessed? Property is owned by the City and not taxes are paid
We have food places close by the park. We dont need to put up a sandwich or coffee shop in the park to ruin the beauty of the park. And having people drive way to fast for children playing in the park.
Kwik Trip and A&W are close enough
Tempting, but no. People should plan ahead and bring their own
NoCommercial sales
Would take away from the main reason for the park which is to enjoy nature and it's surroundings
leave it alone
Why add buildings and businesses that are not needed
Bring your own, the A&W root beer stand is there along with Salty's . We do not need more competion to those bussiness that have been established over the years
If I want a sandwich I will pack a picnic basket.
Absolutely NOT,!
already has it by pavilion
we do not need over commercialization of this property
If you want to eat spend money down town
Really?
This is a park KEEP it that way Not the Mal
The concessions they have now are just fine for most people I know. Nothing else needed in our park
Absolutely not
unnecessary. lots available just outside the park
Absolutely NOT
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5. When visiting Lakeside Park, I would like to have a beer garden available (place with outdoor access and bar) - Responses.
Blank Responses
Hmong survey #4
highly disagree
5
1
3
No way
1
Definitely keep alcohol. Out
4
3
It would be nice
2
3
Not a good idea only due to the security issues it would bring to the park
2
4
highly agree
2
5
3
Strongly Agree Responses
see comments in # 13. But with limited hours. No late hours
Milwaukee is doing beer gardens in parks, very successful
not a drinker
I WOULD LIVE AT A PLACE LIKE THAT!!!!!
Could be a nice addition to hote
yes yes and yes
Alcohol and parks seem like an odd combination
Would love a summer Tiki Bar. We have TJ's Harbor, but too far away!
Would be great
Whitefish Bay has a beer garden by play area and it's always busy
That would also enhance the park - need good imports... not just Miller and Bud
Sounds great! Or what about a great place to get a piece of pie and coffee. No place like this in Fondy... That will be open later in the day
Only during special events such as concerts
This would be a great idea. It would be great to enjoy the beautiful views of Lake Winnebago over a beer
I've always said a beer garden would be HUGE in Fond du Lac. With so many Germans here, there is a desire for a communal place with polka music, long tables, and good fun. It would be a gold mine
Wow!!!! This would be awesome for when we are at the boathouse!!!
YES!!!
Yes!
Please God yes
Awesome idea!!!
this would be a great seasonal option.
I would enjoy a beer garden but not at the expense of giving up precious uniterupted view of the shore line
This is an awesome idea!!
Would visit to just go there
Again, why, when there are a million taverns in town, would anyone want to go to the park if you can't have a cold beer in the summer?
Who doesn't love beer gardens?
Agree Responses
4- i like that idea but it should still remain a place to be with ur kids
More festivals would be nice. More useage in winter months utilizing the frozen lake. Snow sculpting festivak perhaps?
Weekend
sounds fun!
not in winter
only if its built out side the park not on the inside we need to keep the park green for fishing and playground
You should check out how the city of Philadelphia does this. It combines a beer garden with a late night will be in the park
I'd like to stop for a beer on my run/walks.
Same as above
A nice beer garaden would be great
Only if not in the middle of the park by play areas
If I decide to have an alcoholic beverage it is from the concession stand on Oven Island during softball operation hours
We need to have live music at the park
It would create great opportunities for smaller get togethers
Keep it kid friendly. Keep away from playgrounds.
weeDAYS not just weekends
would be awesome by lighthouse boating area.
for sporting events and festivals
Similar to river front in Oshkosh - more more dynamic
Especially while watching sports activities etc this would be nice
In the evening
Neutral Responses
When I go to the park I bring my own beverages.
these are also catching on in popularity in Milwaukee but I have yet to visit one. My friends like them a lot
Not all the time.
A beer garden would be nice as long as people use it responsibly
I do not drink alcohol.
That is a nice idea. I would enjoy that. However, if I were there with my young son I would not want that near the areas in the park that we visit
This only makes sense if the park would be used as an entertainment venue (which it should be)
would be nice but may become abused
Gluten allergies make this difficult for my family
beer served at coffee/sandwich shop vs. beer gardens outside special events.
As noted in #12.
I would probably visit the park more so if this were available
now with a family not as much of a big deal, when I was in my early 20's it might have benn nice
With oversite accomplished by the city signing 2 or 3 year contracts with operators.
ok for certain events but no all the time
sometimes
only during special events such as Walleye Weekend
Restrooms open year round, 24/7; at least one
Could be nice if it is done properly, but I'd worry what kind of crowd it might attrac
If you're looking to put in a beer garden, I hope it would be microbrews and beers that attract older people versus twenty something's. As a parent to three small children I would not want to see a lot of drunk
people in the park
At special events appropriate.
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Disagree Responses
only for special occasions/festivals. presents problems with keeping park family friendly
bring your own
We have enough Bars in FDL for people to go to.
On occasion, but not continuously available.
Could be delightful, but would be a threat to calm family atmosphere
may lead to people getting drunk and ruining the park experience
No. This truly brings in a different crowd. BYO and when it's gone it's gone
too many kids in park to chance access
Some may find this appealing, if people are responable might be alright in later hours of the day or evening but I don't feel it would be a asse
We are fine without that. Alot of families there and we don't need to encourage obnoxious drunks
Might be nice, but I can't image it would break even much less be profitable
This is a family place. Alcohol need not be served.
not really necessary for me
If it were good quality place & did not promote alcohol abusive behavior then it would be ok
too much mess
not very family friendly
I am sure many would like this, but alcohol is too big of a problem in FDL
don't need more drunks at the park
Strongly Disagree Responses
not needed
believe special events only
I don't want a bar type business, there's bars nearby, just a place to buy a beer, like there used to be
NO!
no, no, no. can you image the traffic with small children around. are you crazy?
no beer except pavillion rental and special events
we don't need a bar or restaurant in the park!
would turn into police problems, not for families
we have these at private businesses along lake
The park should be for families, not alcoholics
This is just a invite to trouble.This is y permit's are needed
Too many young children to be protected
Where would this be located?How about Supples?
There is enough available now.
I completely disagree with this, as I think it would just cause more problems
Enough bars around
People can drink at home; the park is meant to be for FAMILIES AND NOT DRUNKS
There are enough taverns in Fond du Lac.
No there are enough places for people to go and get beer, it does not need to be in the park as well. My family and I go there for a good, fun, relaxing time, not to see a bunch of drunks hanging all over
being loud and obnoxious.
This is a horrible idea. I would NOT take my family to a park where alcohol is served on a regular basis
No.
I would want to take my children to a park surrounded by drunk people!
Beer in a park???
Sure, let's get drunk and (comment removed)
We don't need any more drunks in this state. People can bring their beer in if they want, we don't need to encourage anyone to drink by having it readily available
Not necessary.
A beer garden would make the park not very family friendly. I don't want to go to a park where I need to worry about exposing my kids to drunk people. I also question the safety of this, especially for people
boating, fishing, or other water sports.
will always cause problems and is unnessasary
the park is for children. we dont need drunk people ruining it for everybody
This would be a mistake and would change the atmosphere of the park making it perhaps unsuitable for family use
you could have special occasion events to have one, but to find staff to have this all the time would be difficult and the family atmoshphere would chang
we have too many beer-buying opportunities in FDL as it is
Drinking in a public park is not condusive to a family outdoor atmosphere and would deter business from local bars
Occasional events are okay, not needed every day.
Definitely NOT familiy friendly!!
There's enough other drinking establishments in the city and enough private venues to party
its a park
to much trash in the park
just what we need, another place that serves alcohol
Aside from festivals and baseball games, its a family park and kids shouldn't be exposed to a bunch of day drinkers if they are just there to play
NO NEED FOR BEER IN A BEAUTIFUL PARK USED BY SO MANY FAMILIES
Beer is available during events and festables...that's enough.
no alcohol, too much in use now
We have a bar already close to Lakeside Park right off of scott and main we dont need a beer garden in the park
There are enough taverns in the city already.
Bring your own to the park
Lakeside Park should stay a park and not be comercialized. There are other places along the lake to accomodate outdoor seating for beer gardens
There are a couple of bars close to the entrances to the park. I definitely feel as though there doesn't need to be a bar inside the park
Not the time or the place. Park is family time and I want to take my kids there without the intrusions of those that drink too much (aside from Walleye Weekend... exception
Lets keep it a family park!!
Alcohol will ruin our park. Too much over-imbibing leads to littering, vomiting, and endangers children and families. The last thing we need are drunks roaming through the park and in its streets
People should plan ahead and bring their own
People do not know how to drink in moderation in Fond du Lac. Drinking and driving around kids is not a good idea
Totally off kilter with the intention of making parks which is to have a safe, fun place for families to enjoy themselves
We have bars in the community keep alcohol out of park
Let's attract some young drinkers to cause trouble amoung our families. You know it's going to happen
See other local businesses for these needs.
This is a family park, not a resort
Your kidding, right?
No a big drinker and would hate seeing drunks. Will bring my kids less to the park
Too many alcoholics in fdl
Am not in favor of this in a "family friendly" venue. Also with outdoor seating you would see smokers who cannot be relied upon to dispose of butts properly. How would such a facility be monitored so it
doesn't become and eyesore in a place of natural beauty?
absoluetley NOT--it's a picnic and play place for kids
The less alcohol the better
Only for special events. Alcohol use should not be promoted by the city
Why add a place for people to consume alcohol and do stupid things that will detract from the beauty of nature
no need for beer on a daily basis, just for festival events
park is a family place - not a bar
This is a family park.
The family park is no place for buying beer, there is enough around the area, and people bring there own
There is a bar at the entrance of the park.
Disagreed. Beer should only be served at events like walleye weekend

Beer Garden Responses

Strongly Disagree Responses Continued
There's already places like this in FDL County
Absolutely NOT! We have enough choices for alcohol purchases. Let's keep this a family park
this already happens on it's own. sometimes too often. it's a family park not a pub
really? no way!
ONLY SPECIAL EVENT AND PERMIT DRINKING
Bars are close enough
No no no
NO this is a family area NOT a bar
A bar or any alcohol in our Park would be terrible. This is a family park. There are enough bar in FDL. No more needed and especially in Lakeside Park. Keep it the way it is and if you are going to add
anything......nonprofit fun things for families are what should be included
ABSOLUTELY NOT!!!!
Save it for the festivals. Enough drunks there.
Really? Don't need to supply alcohol in a family setting. Ugh
absolutely not! Don't want to put up with noise and drinking
I don't like mixing drinking & family events, especially when people have to drive home
A big concern with this woud be keeping the park family friendly
not necessary
Absolutely NO, Its a family place
dont believe there would be enough business an its not good to encourage parents who do drink to be doing that around anyones kids
Its a park, not a business. There are plenty of restaurants/bars nearby for drinks.
Yacht club has - not sure we need to turn the park into another bar
That's absurd. it's a park. not main st. keep the beer elsewhere
This wouldn't make me come here mirror less
Having beer at Walleye Weekend is enough. Having beer all the time wouldn't make it a family time. Plus then we'd have drunk people out ther
no please dont my kids dont need to be around that
If I'm taking my child to the park I don't want to deal with a bar near my child
People already don't follow the rules in the kids area (dogs, smoking, etc) I can't imagine what issues a beer garden could cause for people who aren't responsible and just don't care
I think having beer where children are is a bit inappropriate
We don't need alcohol brought into a family park
Bring your own
No. it is about healthy activites you enjoy with your family
There is enough emphasis on alcohol consumption in this town already. I absolutely do not want this at the park where I come with my small children to have a wholesome and fun time
Not family friendly and Fond du Lac has enough bars.
I bring my kids to the park at least once or twice a week in the summer, no need for people to be drinking there. (I have no problem when it's confined to oven island
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6. When visiting Lakeside Park, I would like to have a full service restaurant and bar available (full lunch/dinner menu where I can sit and enjoy dinner while looking over
Lake Winnebago). - Responses
Blank Responses
Hmong survey #4
disagree
5
1
4
3
No no no keep park for future generations
leave the park w/o restraurants
4
4
Yes
2
1
We have those already. Let's not take the business away from them or the naturalness of the park
3
4
highly agree
0
4
5
Strongly Agree Responses
Great destination idea if good quality.
would be nice to have a bar/restaurant to increase visitors to FDL and if possible a way for boats to access would be a huge asset. IE TJ's
Hint: See Sheboygan and Manitowoc even Neenah and Oshkosh
see comments in # 13
Excellent idea
As long as no fast food places that were tacky went into the park I would like it
a nice restaurant would bring business to fond du lac.
This sounds like a place I would like to go but depends on price of items
I would use that!
Absolutely, Prime Real Estate that the City should make better use of
LOVE to have a place to enjoy food, relax with friends/family, and enjoy our beautiful view!
YES! YES! YES! THE PARK NEEDS THIS!!!
5
The park will be utilized by Mariners much more if there was a decent marina and restaurant and lodging
An average price venue with air conditioning would be great! The heat is hard for my daughter to handle, and we could visit more with indoor venues
I think a restaurant would be a great idea!
Love this idea!
With outdoor seating!
This would be great! It is just a question of where. I would want it to be far off enough where it wouldn't intrude on the space already there
Would love it!
We need to attract more FDL and WI residents to the park and Fond du Lac in genera
Facing lake with an outside tiki bar
That would be wonderful. It would bring more visitiors into our beautiful park area all year long
This would be a great asset to the city
Bar should be during restaurant ONLY... we don't need any more bars in Fond du Lac. I strongly believe that a beautiful park like Lakeside does not need to have alcohol vendors
No room for it it would take away from park
Awesome addition to the park.
Yes!!!
Absolutely
Yes! This would also be an amazing addition to Lakeside Park
something near the harbor
Definitely. I can't believe that Fond du Lac has been missing the opportunity to have a facility like this on the lake. We have to go to other communities to eat when we are boating on the lake
It's about time we do something more than have a huge piece of land adjacent to the lake just sit there and " look pretty". It should be attracting people and conventioneers, weddings, families, lie Heidel
House and The Osthoff, Blue Harbir, to name a few! Plus providing jobs!
Would be great. But FDL can't support real restaurant.
That would be fantastic!
Might bring in people that don't have kids and tourists
wow!!
This would be fantastic!
We are the only community that DOESN'T have a full service restaurant on the water. What a shame that we have to travel to Oshkosh, Elkhart Lake, Green Lake, Sheboygan (to name a few) that DO offer
this!! Win-win if something were to be developed here in Fondy! Taxpayers can enjoy and city earns revenue!
I always wanted a nice little brewery/restaurant that can provide year round. Something like Becketts or Fratellos in oshkosh with outdoor seating
Yes yes yes!!!!!!!! A new and GOOD restaurant without a supper club menu? Even better!!!!!!
Now your talking!!!!!
Yes!
weekDAYS not just weekends
Very much so. With a view of the lake
TJ's manages to embrace the idea without spoiling the environment
This needs to happen to attract people to the park.
Would visit to just to go here
Goes without saying
this one would be wonderful,, and i bet lots of people would use i
Build it and they will come BOATER"S
Definitely would be a destination - need to take advantage of the lake - successes like Blancks, Wendts, TJs - nice to be able to boat to
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Agree Responses
That's a great idea.
Would be nice. Should be year around. Also would serve breakfast. Maybe not a place where they have steaks, but more of a chicken, burgers, pasta. More kid friendly. That families could take children too.
It would be nice to have a casual place to go to after games for food and drinks
Only if this property does not take up space that takes away the views for everyone else using the park and not dining out
Fond du lac needs more establishments that offer outdoor seating. Something at the park would be wonderful
It would be nice to have an option on the water in Fond du Lac. There are very limited outdoor venues to enjoy weather, food and beverages in the city
we have enough restaurants on the lake already
It would be nice for this restaurant to be different than the typical Bar and Grill that dominate the Fond du Lac community. My wife and I crave for something a little different- not just more of the same.
It depends on where the restaurant is located. It should not disrupt the beauty of the park
A restaurant that would attract both FDL area AND tourists... Would have to be unique
as above
that woud be very nice.
If in an appropriate place that doesn't take away from look or disrupt the flow. Not in the center of the park
This should be in a location that does not take from the landscape of the beautiful park
If we could make enough year-round use of such
Hate to give up green space for restaurant
That would bring tourism
If it had docking space for boats as well as outdoor seating
something with a range of both high and low cost items such as a couple basic sandwiches and 1 or 2 specialty dishes
This would be excellent, as long as not too much emphasis on the bar and drinking portion
Similar to river front in Oshkosh - more more dynamic
this would be lovely!
Neutral Responses
WHERE? Without destroying park of existing public park area
It would be nice to have a restaurant on the lake, however it may not need to be in Lakeside Park
Could be nice if it didn't interfere with main park space
Restaurants with the best views more often than not have the worst food.
this kind of development can take away from the park experience. It has to be handled carefully
price point would be out of range for all people
I would love to have a nice restaurant, but NOT in the park. It could be somewhere along the lake near the park,though
There are several restaurant's close enough for people to walk to if need be
Nice idea, but unless there are other reasons to go out to the park, a restaurant would not be enough of a draw to get people to the park and it wouldn't survive in FDL
For ANY of these, I would probably use them if they were available but to me they are not a necessity
see #13
If they are reasonably priced
Not necessary if have standard conessions available.
Where will the parking be?
maybe
I feel like this is already available with several other restaurants on the lake
Restrooms open year round, 24/7; at least one
There are places near by. I hope Trinity finds a good manager.
Doesn't FDL already have fledging restaurants?
This would be nice but This wouldn't make me come here mirror less
ok that would be cool but not expensive
I would be nice, but probably out of of my financial reach
I think it's more important to preserve our park space than to have a restaurant on the lake
Will only work if there are boat docks
The yacht club kind of fulfills this role but I'm not sure if I'd like to have a restaurant taking up space in the park
Disagree Responses
Where would this building occur?
2 dont want the beauty of the park over run with buildings and parking lots and lots of commotion
There are other restaurants overlooking Lakeside park. It's not necessary for another one
Can get food and drink elsewhere nearby.
We usually bring our own.
do not agree with restaurant as part of Lakeside Park
Not in winter
While I understand this as a possible "want" for our town, the economy is not in a position to support it at this time. Also, the land it would chew up is significant. I assume again, that the Yacht Club is the
lucky one here. And, that's cool for them. Instead of the soccer fields? Fine but the view of FdL's mechanicals is too close for that location. And, all that is left is the heart of our park or the Lighthouse
area/marina. Just too precious. Give the development money and attention to our downtown, instead.
We have local restaurants on the lake already. Please keep Lakeside Park a family friendly park
plenty available already around the lake
stinks to much to consider ideal
Might be nice, but I can't image it would break even much less be profitable
there are already full service restaurant available and would want the park to retain as much scenery as possible
It's not a bad idea, but there are an awful lot of nearby rest. and they offer good food already. Why give them more the comfitition?
I like to be in nature, not just looking at it
location? we need all the green space along the lake
not really necessary for me
we already have that
Im not so sure that this would appeal to many. I think it would really detract from our park
It's a park not a dinner area
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Highly Disagree Responses
do not need this whatsoever without wasting land, parking
No business in the park!
I feel that the park was established to be just that, a park. A place of nature, beauty, quieter times, not a commercial venture
not safe
No, no, no, leave our beautiful park for family outings, we don't need the bar scene
leave it a natural park
No! No! No!
big business not wanted. take up too much room.
we have several of these as private businesses
many places available elsewhere - not in the park!
No restaurant or bar please
There is NO need for a full service restaurant at the park. Plenty of them all along the lake. Not at the park. Leave the park for picnics
Wouldn't even want to think of a full service rest unless in position that it would in now way block the view of lake
There are enough restaurants nearby
Absolutely not
We have a number of restaurant's with a view of the lake.
we have restaurants other places
We already have Salty's, A and W and the bowling alley
Rumor are this is the whole reason for this survey-FDL is looking to sell off part of the park to a developer for a conventin center or restuarant. This comes up about every 20 years. Hopefully money doesn't
outway heritage.
It is a park. Use it as a park, not a commericial restaurant.
NOT AT OUR PARK! those are already available elsewhere.
Plenty of restaurants to choose from out of the park.
we have ENOUGH restuarants and bars near the park like A&W, the bar at the entrance of the park, Little Ceasars, the boat landing place near the boat docks (by light house) ect
Not at all necessary.
The are enough restaurants in the area with this view.
What about parking? You're going to ruin one of the states most beautiful parks and make a parking lot?
Yeah, let's nigger up the park with, what will soon become, an abandoned restaurant
Sunset supper club is a few miles up the road. I see no need for a full menu restaurant in the park
really? go to Salty's!
There are plenty of places to eat in town. No need to compete with them and ruin the serene nature of the park
That would deter the tranquil setting of the evenings as you go to the park to enjoy the scenery and the traffic flow would be hard to navigate around for those of us who like to run/walk, besides if they want
to go to a full service restaurant for the view they can go down the road a ways
There are lakeside restaurants available outside the park. I do not think a public park should host a commercial business
Restaurants are having a hard time now. Don't need more.
I think a large scale restaurant in Lakeside Park is a bad idea, a big part of the Park's charm is the lack of commercialism
More buildings will distract from the beauty of the park
No.......keep the park a local attraction......no businesses.
No! Full public access EVERYWHERE!
Fond du Lac offers ample opportunity for eating out
There are enough restaurants around the park already.
keep the park a park for doing what people like about a park
If a business were to be placed in the park, how would property taxes be assessed? Property is owned by the City and not taxes are paid
Salty's is close enough. Wouldn't want to lose ANY frontage space of this beautiful park/lake
This would take away from the beauty of the park. We have several resturants close by already. Oshkosh's resturant didnt suceed by their waterfront. All we need is one more empty resturant in a few
years in this town.
When private ventures fail, why should tax dollars fund the next place that cheap Fond du Lac patrons would refuse to support. My God, we already ran out of business a Red Lobster, Cracker Barrel, Left
Guard, Trinity, Theos, Sunset Supper Club, and how many others.
NO PLEASE DONT RUIN THE NATURAL BEAUTY OF OUR PARK
Lakeside Park should stay a park and not be comercialized. There are other places along the lake to accomodate outdoor seating. Adding beer gardens and restaurants takes away from the fact that it is
and should stay a PARK
There's already restaurants overlooking the lake, I don't want more.
there are many restaurants and bars along the lake in close proximity to the park to choose from without adding one to the existing park
Same answer as question 14
there are lots of places I can go for that. Lets keep it a family park
Absolutely not! Traffic congestion, over-commercialization of our park, and the mess it will make are NOT worth it. There are plenty of restaurants on the shores of Lake Winnebago that fulfill this area.
People should plan ahead and bring their own
There are 2 restaurants nearby the park along with 2 private clubs and a convenience store within a block away
Would be the best idea
No further commericialization!
Again, the park is not a mall. It's a park.
Sure spend more of my hard earned tax dollars on a place that will close in 6 months
Other local businesses are available for this.
This is a family park, not a resort
Again, enough restaurants in FDL.
There are places close enough, not need to take park area away to provide this
OWI's become an issue in park with children and others present
already have some in area next to lake
Its to enjoy the outdoors with family and friends, not to stuff yourself
There are already multiple commercial lunch dinner sites on the lake in the fdl area
again--ABSOLUETLEY NOT, tha's only for the rich and greedy--this is a free park has been for yeats, leave it alone
It would take up too much space on the Lakeshore, including parking. It would block the view of the lake from others enjoying the park
Not within current park limits. Lakeside west may work
There is enough businesses that offer these services do not need one in the city park
Unless you announce ahead of time the location, no way would I agree to this
there are plenty already within a few mins of the park
The park is doing just fine, we do not need destractions or tearing up a area for a restaurant or coffee shop. The park has it's own beauty and is well keeped. very clean
you tried that with the boat and that didnt work out so wel
Pack a picnic basket, that's what parks are for, not a restaurant.
I don't want to change the tranquiltiy of the park
Sunset Shores, Schmittys, Jim and LInda's and Wendts are all available
There's already places like this in FDL County
NO!!
there are many good restaurants very close. why would you want to take any of the space for yet another restaurant!
are you trying to take away from the beautiful lakefront?
Bars and food are close enough. Leave the park alone
Fondy has enough restaurants already. That's all we have.
Not at all
Why do you need a resaurant in a Park??????
Restaurants and bars are a dime a dozen. Don't ruin the unique destination of Lakeside Park with commercial entities
keep the park a part without any businesses. people go to the park to escape businesses
Nope.....not needed. We also have enough restaurants on the lake. If people want that they can drive to a lake. Picnics for families are what are important in a park. NOT money making bars....crazy.
Terrible to even consider taking a beautiful park and turning it into an area for drinking. So NOT cool. Really. We already have way tooooo many bars in this town.
ABSOLUTELY NOT!!!
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Highly Disagree Responses Continued
I'd rather see the nature...not the commercialism!
not the purpose of a park. many nearby restaurants
This is already attainable at many other lakefront restaurants
Absolutely NO. A park is a BYO place to go
I strongly do not want a restaurant and it's parking lot taking up any of our beautiful park. Small concessions that already exist, but no new restaurants
This is a park, not a restaurant. This would not be something I would enjoy. There are plenty of lakeside restaurants around
don't want to see park cluttered up with businesses will take away beauty of it
Dinner cruises were awesome
The park gets congested enough in the summertime and parking is hard to find. I think just having hamburgers, brats, sandwiches, are more like picnic foods which is what Lakeside Park is all about.
This could cause more traffic in the park making animals leave
NO!
no, not at all, it is a park, let's keep it a park
never the already have the yacht club that are pricks
never would be ruin the park
There are other privately owned restaurants where this is available.
People can go to other locations around the lake to sit and eat. I do not want a large commercial development in Lakeside Park
A snack while enjoying the park is great but to change the essence of the park is unnecessary
I don't want tp privatize Lakeside Park.
A park is not a place for a restaurant
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7. Alcoholic beverages should be available for sale in Lakeside Park. - Responses
Blank Responses
highly disagree
1
see previous comments
1
No
3
3
Yes
2
3
agree
3
2
5
4
Strongly Agree Responses
with restrictions on hours so it doesn't become a late night hang out
At the restaurant
THIS WOULD BE GREAT! A TIKI BAR ON THE WATER!!!!
Area liquor laws and licenses should apply
To be consumed in a given area
This state already has way too many drunken drivers we don't need any in the park!!
Only during special events
People buy them and bring them in, why shouldn't the park profit from selling them
Full service restaurant
Why not?????
Take an look at Milwaukee city park beer garden.....fantastic
Make it a boating and snowmobile destination
Craft beers and wine
Agree Responses
not sure what additional issues this may cause....
Weekend
for special events only
With restrictions.
limited w/restrictions
with limits of where they can be consumed like a seasonal beer garden or restaurant
I can see offering beer at the sports facilities.
Then again, you have "extra costs" of bartender, license, underage buying, etc
In a secured area.
they are for festivals
It's nice for special events, but I can bring my own for private gatherings.
Only during special events like Walleye Weekend, etc.
Within a bar/restaurant setting
In a confined area
beer and wine would be nice
Only during special events
Only if via a restaurant or beer garden type venue - not for casual consumption
With a cut off sell time of 7:00pm or so.
Neutral Responses
Kind of inbetween with this question. We have enough Bars in FDL for alcoholic beverages
Only in special areas or special event- maybe by the baseball diamond only
Non-drinker, so doesn't really apply to me
I like it when it is available for Walleye Weekend or if there is a Festival
only in a beer garden type setting can this work well, I think
As it is now. For events. Festivals / Fireworks maybe.
Only for festivals and baseball games at night
I am a non drinker, but would not want alcohol to interfere with family fun
In a consesion stand
Events only, not year round.
During adult events, in a restaurant if built
only during scheduled events
Itr is available on baseball island during games
just for festivals
Only in certain areas and it has to stay there
Only at certain events. Not kids sporting events!
People can bring their own beverages. Hard to police sales of alcohol, could cause problems in such a large area
I think only if it is for sale in a restaurant, not in a concession stand
For baseball games or festivals only
Preferably within restaurant setting so as not to interfere with playground activities
Only at the ball diamonds or at festivals
With special events or restaurant /beer garden. Not to just sell while walking around
Could cause more rowdiness-possible
only for events
Really depends on where and how this is available
Only if done IN a restaurant, no carryout
I think only if there is a an actual bar/restaurant and designated area to purchase and consume them
I don't see why it would be a big dea
Again if this is going to happen I think it needs to be higher caliber of beer sold so it is not become a place for young people to drink and get rowd
Special events ONLY
If in an adult only beer garden type area.
Only for festivals
Make sure that anyone that is not of legal drinking age or that appears to be intoxicated is not served
At events
Should really be kept as a family friendly place - maybe only alcohol with events
Would need to consider the pros/cons - what is target market? Families ?
Only in a controlled area such as a tiki bar on the beach or a restaurant
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Disagree Responses
OK at baseball concession & walleye weekend
except in a restaurant
People bring in their own now; having them for sale almost implies approval/encouragement of the "alcohol culture" - runs counter to family fun image
only at special events
Except for special activities people should be able to bring in alcoholic beverages but not buy them there
may become abused
special events, restaurant, etc.
Just outside the park is CLOSE ENOUGH.
Only during special events.
Not really due to alot of families out there and obnoxious drunks
During walleye weekend etc. not daily.
plan on increasing funds for policing
Only during festivals
Alcohol should only be consumed in specific areas ie: in the restaurant or beer garden. Not at concessions
beer only, maybe wine coolers
only during festivals
except for civic activities like Walleye Weekend where they can be regulated. Under normal circumstances let's keep it family friendly
only special events
exception for major festivals
baseball games yes, I do not believe it should be sold at other times
Strongly Disagree Responses
definitely not on a daily basis, would only be asking for additional problems
bring your own
not safe
no, no
no alcohol, except pavillion rentals and special events
No No No
cause police problems with drunks. parking problems
There are currently laws against this. Thinking of changing it now? I think not
this is a family park. we don't need a bunch of drunks
The park does not need more than is available on Baseball Island
No!
No way in China; again understand this is green space meant to serve families and individual's who do not need another reason or place to get drunk and interrupt others attempting to enjoy our wonderful
green space at the park
Not at all
I would not support a park, in any way, where alcohol is available
to many walkers and would be out of line due to family and children around. not to mention water and drunks down' t bode wel
we have enough bars in fdl let the park be a park. safe for familes and kids with worrying about trouble
Drunk people running around the park will ruining the park's family atmosphere
Here comes trouble
Why don't we get drunk and (comment removed). Are you NUTS????
NOT necessary.
This is not family friendly and may actually deter me from bringing my family to enjoy the park
always problems
Stupidest idea I've hear of in a while. You would be looking at unsavory behavior, litter and a general demise of family atmosphere
only during special events
that will bring another set of concerns of policing the park
enough with the beer
A public park should encourage family and physical activity, and drinking is contradicts the purpose of a public park
Daily drinking is not needed at the park. Keep it for "families" to enjoy
You must want fights daily
Only near the ball diamonds or for special events like Walleye Weekend
to much trash in the park
again, just what we need, another place that serves alcoho
This would change the safely in the park. It would become a desirable place for the bored people to waste time in and get antsy. And when bored, drunk people, are sitting in a park...they are looking at
people thinking dumb things that drunk people think about. I don't even want to think about it.
Only during events and festables, where there is Police present.
only for festivals
no, because who will control and encourages people to drive
Should only be available during special events and festivals
Stop it with the damn alcohol just to make a buck. Plenty other places to do that without ruining
Family setting. Little control over minors.
No, absolutely not. The park is a family place. Alcohol will ruin it and make a mess
People should plan ahead and bring their own
only available for festival type activities
see #14
except at ball diamonds
Depends on situation; event, yes, otherwise no.
Would not appropriate in creating a family atmosphere
NO
This is a family park, not a resort
Again would hate seeing drunks.
Alcohol is fine for responsible adults. However the not so responsible adults or fake IDs for teens can pose a problem in that peaceful environment
Absolutely not. The park should remain family orientated. We need to get away from the alcohol culture
Having alcohol available for sale in the park would make it less family friendly
this is gettig out of hand--what part of park don;t you understand?
Only for special events. The city should not promote alcohol use.
NO, there is already to much drinking happening now
Alcohlic beverages would possible cause issues we do not need to have
Would prefer not - don't need the problems that come with it or the riff raff that comes with it
Lakeside Park is for families, do we really need alcohol everywhere families go. What are we saying to our kids? I can't go anywhere with you unless I can have a drink. Really
It should remain a family atmosphere without the fear of being around people that have been excessively drinking
With the exception of special events/festivals
when there is an event it is available. any other time will cause more problems for not only families but the police
Dont need a bunch of drunks driving around/around the kids etc
there are enough after dark issues with the park we dont need to add alcohol. Limited special use permits are already being done. Who will accept liabiity for accidents or injury
NO
For events yes, otherwise no
This is NOT a tavern this is a PARK
It is not essential to have alcohol available in every corner of Fond du lac. People who want/need to consume alcoholic beverages can do that almost everywhere. Why not be unique and creative and focus
on creating an environment that draws people in without it? If Fond du Lac truly is a great place to raise a family, and drawing other families is a goal (either may or may not be the case), then alcohol is not
Not unless it's in a bar/restaurant setting
Absolutely no place in family atmosphere.
The alcohol at Walleye Weekend creates problems.
Strongly Disagree Responses Continued

Alcohol Responses

ABSOLUTELY NOT!!!! NOT IN A PARK.
Concern about loosing a family friendly enviroment.
Absolutely NO
thats asking for to many problems
Its a park, lets keep it inclusive of all ages.
NO- not unless special event
Not a bar, only if attached to restraunt
Enough already with needing to drink everywhere. There are a gross amount of bars in the area already
We have enough alcohol in this city
Only at special events
There is no option for a Zero
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8. I want to rent boats/bikes/kayaks when visiting Lakeside Park. - Responses
Blank Responses
highly agree
4
Great idea kayaks, canoes not lg. boats, BIKES, yes too bad we can't eliminate vehicular traffic & come up with a plan in that direction
2
Ok
4
3
Yes
4
4
highly agree
4
4
3
Strongly Agree Responses
Great idea.
Please make this available!
this is already in tact at the park and we don't need more of this
5 - love the idea about kayaks - i live too close to rent a bike
For cheap responsible for bigger families
bikes
Yes, but clean up the lagoon (move sewer pumping station)
very nice idea
Nice to have
I own a boat and I know friends and family that would like that option. Again safety first, since not all renters know the rules of the water
At an affordable price
This was fun to do before the rivers filled up with silt
Great family activity
rental of pontoon
that would help the visitors enjoy the beautiful park like I do
Definitely. Give people the opportunity to enjoy the lake more and add some physical exercise to their day
This should be much more readily available for people who don't own boats but still want to utilize the lake
yes!!! this is missing from fond du lac
awesome! Look at Sturgeon Bay how they make it easy to rent kayaks and walk them over on a little wheeled thing
This WOULD make sense
That would be a great idea! People could rent bikes and maybe ride on the trail that is in the park; then maybe ride around the cit
A no brainer
Definitely - take advantage of the water! The ones available at Elkhart Lake are always rented - esp paddleboards
Agree Responses
Sounds good!
not for myself but great for families. keep it small and local
to rent a bike for a few hours or less would be nice
Not bikes for rent
That would be very nice.
Would be nice to have this service on weekends.
That would be nice
Family members would like this
This is a very family friendly activity. We have had out of town relatives rent bikes
my family would visit more often. we have a yard. looking for different things to do locally
This would be great for familyies to do and spend time together
we have kayaks already, what we would like are better launch areas
Rental of jet skis and boats would be nice.
YES to bikes. Canoes and Kayaks could be rented down by the beach. Maybe offer this in collaboration with Schmitty's, Near Sunset, or a business already established in that area
These should be available.
Great for families!!
This would be a great draw
for a fair price
Have done that. It's fun!
One location only
This would be very nice for visitors, or families without access to these otherwise.
Have in the past- my kids loved it
Use to beable to rent things at one time
Have my own but would bring friends who may need.
may be nice for tourists. keep it natural.
it would be nice to rent a pontoon
This would be a nice option, the bikes especially
Activities would be awesome
That would be nice
If the cost was reasonable.
fishing boats would be a plus! Its been successful in other communities
Yes--emphasize the healthy aspects
would give it a try
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Neutral Responses
there is enough of that there now!
what you have at the park now is enough
if there is a need
its been tried
Kayaks would be nice.
I may not rent any of the above, but I think it is a great idea for tourism
Sounds like good (non-drinking) enjoyment!
No personally.
Have my own boat and kayaks.
could be fun if resonably priced for families
Maybe when my kids are older
This is a proper use of park space.
I would not use- I am disabled but believe many families would. I would rent one for my kids and grandkids
we have t hat
Someone might like this, but would totally be wasted on me
I do belive that there was a place like this in the park and it did not do very good
It could be a draw for visitors
A City Bike rack would be nice in the park and a another location along the Loop
We have our own.
that would be cool
Disagree Responses
Consessionaire has canoes, paddle boats available.
We have our own.
We have our own boat and live locally, so we bring all our recreational items with us
This is something that I do not do but I do think it is nice to have if enough people use the equipmen
Too old for that stuff.
Strongly Disagree Responses
would bring own
I'll bring my own!
available nearby.
there's enough boat traffic already build a bigger boat launch in the harbo
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9. When visiting Lakeside Park, I have a problem finding a place to park my vehicle. - Responses
Blank Responses
highly disagree
5
At times
3
2
2
32
Hard to find a place to park
2
1
neutral
3
4
3
3
Strongly Agree Responses
Sometimes
Some more parking areas, gathering spots, like the shelter.
We need more parking. They have moved Taste of FDL to the park and I have no idea where people will park compared to being at the fairgrounds
Even during the weekends where there is not festival, parking is limited
To many teens "hanging out" there causing problems for Parkin and not wanting my children around them due to swearing and bad use of playgrounds
and my boat
By the baseball diamonds parking is terrible when there is a tournament and you have a gathering at the shelters there
Only during events usually
Too much baseball taking parking spaces
Not on a typical day, but during festivals and events this is difficult
During Festivals - yes
Depends on how busy
We regularly bike to the park with the kids and the lack of bike racks is very annoying
I only have trouble during special events
Agree Responses
problem in summertime but don't see a solution without destroying more park with parking lo
during large events parking is hard to find at times
At times I do have trouble parking.
Only during big events like Walleye weekend
Yes, some dedicated or senior parking would be nice. I don't attend many festivals because of parking/mobility issues
Not always, but have on several occasions
Depending on events
But more parking would take away green space.
when using the indoor building
Depends on the day, but weekends and certain times of the day can be difficult, especially in the summer
Mostly for the large events. Normally this is not a problem on non event weekends
dring special events
Parking is good by ball diamonds, not sure where you could add parking else where
mostly just during special events
At times, usually during big events (Race the Lake) or while watching the holiday light show, it has been hard to find parking
sometimes
Handicapped spots are very limited
especially with events taking place
Only at some times
Depends on events taking place
At times depends on where in park & activities occurring
When it is busy, especially for walleye weekend, parking is a nightmare
During park wide events
only during events
Depending on the day
depends on the season, what events are going on. but I wouldnt change the parking at al
Need a few handicaped spaces.
Not too bad now but would be a problem if increase Activites
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Neutral Responses
only when festivals are there!
only during the big events
of course it depends when you go. dumb question
Not so much a problem finding parking... just that a lot of it is far away from areas of activity or that I want to be at
sometimes
Only during tournaments and festivals. The shuttles help.
Only at special events
It depends--it is more difficult during special events, e.g. Walleye Weekend, Christmas program/lights
Only once in a while...most times no problem.
We live nearby and usually walk
live on the lake very close to the Park - can walk there.
It depends when you are visiting.
Just during festivals.
I can see on busy event days, possibly another parking section soemwhere in the park might be usefu
i have a hard only during special events
only during Walleye Weekend.
Sometimes during events.
Depend on what is all happening at the park. Sometimes never, sometimes drive around a bit for a spot
Especially at festivals maybe more parking spaces
On occasion (Walleye Weekend) but not normally.
usually walk but others seem to have problems
Only at the biggest festivals. For God's sake, don't put in parking, unless you put a small lot behind the Children's Museum....if that land is not being used by anyone else, eve
usually not a problem unless a festival
Only on the 4th of July and during Walleye Weekend
It's very busy when there are events going on.
only during high use times. I personally would like additional handicap areas to park
Usually during special events.
Neutral because parking is okay sometimes
Sometimes at "events" parking is a problem.
some times during peek times but that I can deal with part of other people enjoying the park
only if big events are going on
Sometimes
Sometimes
Sometimes, I need a handicapped parking space.
depends on the day
Not really
some times
only during large events such as walleye weekend, otherwise there is no problem with parking
Only when its an event that draws a very large crowd
Sometimes it can be a problem if there is an event (wedding)
Not really an issue
Only on 4th of July.
Only during certain times, and the large groups that gather near the lighthouse in the evening make me feel uncomfortable
sometimes it can be a problem, depending on what's going on in the park that day
Disagree Responses
normally not, just drive around and find one. if a restaurant is opened on site, it will definitely be a problem
Except during Walleye Weekend
we usually bike
Big Hole boat launch needs to be expanded for 4 boats
With the exception of major events like Walleye Weekend
only find it a problem sometimes
I don't have a problem finding parking except during Walley Weekend
Hard for seniors attending events in pavilion.
only during Walleye weekend which is to be expected.
special big events then I AGREE
Turning it into a huge parking lot would take away from it's beauty
I may have walk alittle farther during magor events but I still can find parking
For the most part I can find adequate paking spaces
Only during busy festival days sometimes.
only on 4th of july!
There seems to be pleanty available parking within a reasonable walking distance
not usually
handicapped parking very limited
only during Walleye Weekend, so we use the shuttle
Only during special events.
only sometimes
only during walleye weekend
Usually bicycle there so do not have a problem.
I ride a bike.
I live within walking distance and walk to the park
Strongly Disagree Responses
easy parking
sometimes during events but with buses from the high school, it works
anyone who does possibly can be someone who is very forgetful; all you have to do is remember what area you were by. This is what I call a non'-issue
I have no vehicle and there is no public transportation into the park
See above comment. More parking lots???? Let's cut some trees down.
I walk- i never have a prob- i dont want to see the park turned into a parking lot i like the green space
only at certain events it is aslight concern
tHERE IS PLENTY OF PARKING
I walk so I'm fine.
I've never had problems finding a spot to park.
can always find a parking spot
during special events
can always park somewhere convient
Possibly at large events -- i.e. Walley Weekend.
Parking is always a issue, but walking in the park is o.k. once you find a place to park, which is not that hard
I don't normally drive but it could be a problem with special events
Not unless it is Walleye Weekend.
The last thing the park needs is a big asphalt parking lot
Live close; we walk.
don't take more parkland to park cars. people can park nearby and walk. that's the point of a park. does everything have to be right where you park?
only during special events
Ample parking if you don't mind the walk
The only time parking is difficult to find is during festivals such as Walleye Weekend. Otherwise there is ample parking in the near by area
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10. When visiting Lakeside Park, I find it needs to be more accessible for people with disabilities. - Responses
Blank Responses
not sure
neutral
don't know
5
3
.õ
agree
3
Don't really know hope it woulld be accessible
unsure
3
Na
2
4
2
3
3
3
I NEVER HAVE A PROBLEM. WE PARK RIGHT ON THE ROAD AND I CAN GET MY MOTHER OUT WITH HER WHEELCHAIR WITH NO PROBLEMS
Strongly Agree Responses
More handicap, off road parking
an area for kids with disabilities is needed
I have friends who use the park on a regular basis, who have children with disabilities. Summer months are the few months they can enjoy these times as much as possible
I'm in a wheelchair and cannot use the swing set . and minima
I bring a disabled child to the park a minimum of 1x/year and never have a problem
see #18; bathrooms are fine
we need more bathrooms closer to the rides and picnic area
Would be nice to have a place where wheel chair child can play. There has to be grants out there for this
Wheelchair acess
we need to have a special needs playground like Oshkosh that wheel chair can go on
Rest stops. Places to sit.
Agree Responses
I agree, but what do you mean by more accessible. Do we not have that now? Is it more activities you are talking about?
Especially parking
I wish the carousel and train were accessible; walking through the park is fine though. A splash pad or cooling station of some kind would be wonderfu
Depending on events
Perhaps more paved paths for easy maneuvering w/wheel chairs/walkers
there could be more disability access parking
Bathroom situation bad for able-bodied, hate to think about what disabled people do-forget visiting probably
Playground equipment is accessible, but not with the tire mulch
Neutral Responses
don't know
haven't studied it
I have not paid attention
not sure. but thinka all sidewalk entrances should be and are
An aging population probably could use grab rails in existing facilities
The Park does a good job with this and I don't see anything that may need fixing as I am handicapped too. Maybe some Handicapped parking spaces
3 i dont know
Not Sure
I don't see any issues.
haven't noticed a problem
Since this is nonapplicable to us, I cannot comment.
Could a bus/van be available certain days near where the old Pick n Save store was?
do not know.
Can't say I've had to think of the park from this perspective so at the moment I can't provide a good answer
There are limits to how accessible a park can be depending on what it is meant for
I don't know.
N/A
You can only do so much for handicap accesability.
have not had any problems with this and my husband is disabled
We pushed out kids with strollers all over and thought it was fine
Maybe the rides & the lighthouse, but for the most part you can get anywhere
I think it is pretty accessible to all.
I really don't know.
I really think it is accessible right now..
Since I do not have a disability, I am not aware one way or another
One side of the street has a sidewalk and one side does not, making it difficult to push a stroller through the park without crossing the street
I am not disabled and neither are family/friends -- don't know
Unknown to me
Do no have disabilities
Do a pretty good job
n/a
I do not have a disability nor do I really know people with a disability
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Disagree Responses
I feel between the parking, paths, etc... that it is very accessible for special needs
The bathrooms are accessible as are the new fishing platforms
I'm able bodied.
Not sure
I think it is fine just the way it is. From my view at least.
It is quite accessible. The new playground areas are awesome.
Everything seems nice and flat to me. If there are issues, though, they should be handled. More curb dips?
I've been to the park several times with people with disabilities they enjoyed our park
Some areas are very difficult for those in a wheelchair or in need of a walker. Some of the brick paths are way too uneven and dangerous
I'm handicapped and I find no problems
I and others have very little problems
have some experience here and believe it to be adequate for the handicapped to enjoy
Have disabilities don't have too much trouble getting around
my daughter is disabled and uses a wheelchair and walker. we have no problem with the accessibility of the park
Fond du Lac has done a great job of making the curbs and buildings accessible. Love the kids playground. Would be nice to have a wheelchair swing too
Strongly Disagree Responses
have not witnessed this
(comment removed)
Its easy to get around , with added fishing platforms
You're kidding right?
???????????
Stinky point re-do was a joke, my wife is disabled and you can't fish from the handi-cap spots with all them rocks in the wate
NOt sure if restrooms are handicap accessible
We can get around in our chairs just fine.
its very well laid out an helpful
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11. There are a sufficient number of public baby changing stations or restrooms for families with small children in Lakeside Park. - Responses
Blank Responses
highly disagree
don't know
2
Do not know
2
na
I really don't know as I've never used.
3
Parking closer to activities.
I have no idea.
3
Don't know
unsure
1
Na
3
4
n/a
dont pay attention to that
no we need at least port a pottys all summer closer to the play ground for little people who have accidents walking so far to the big pottys
no clue
3
highly agree
3
3
2
I honestly wouldn't know, I don't pay attention.
Don't know
Strongly Agree Responses
But they r not open year round which is disgusting for those that are there exercising and have to go
amount isn't the problem, it's the hours.
Agree Responses
I think the number is sufficient, but the signage could be improved. It's hard to find them unless you already know where they are. There have also been several times we've been there during the day
(probably more in the fall/winter time) when the bathrooms have been locked.
one in every bathroom right?
Only problem is they are closed and locked for about half the year.
Not entirely sure. I've used park benches to change my babies
There are enough
Neutral Responses
could use a few more
don't know
no opinion
never looked for same
Don't have children
Not sure how many are currently provided,
one or two more would be nice
NA
I don't know but there should be several and in various locations around the park
There may be enough, I am not sure. I would change my kids in the car to avoid having to change them in the bathroom by the playground
i don't prefer to use them
I don't know - not applicable to me
no idea
don't have kids, never considered it
One more would be nice.
dont pay attention to this
I no longer have a need for this so haven't observed if it is sufficient
I don't know.
I'm no longer in that mode, but when I was, I probably would have had some concern, changing my baby in an outside barebones station...so if it would be kept ultra clean...then sure, put more in. But,
you're taking on responsibility for more janitorial staff there.
doesn't apply to me
Not knowledgable in this area
do not know
Unsure
have not really paid attention to this
As I haven't bee changing any babies recently I don't know the answer to this! But I would decidedly have questions about just how clean such facilities are kept
Does not apply to us have not paid attention to this
don't use them
It was nice to see a couple years ago that the bathrooms on oven island added a changing table. However it shouldnt have been at the expense of Fond du Lac Softbal
I'm not sure. I used a blanket in car or on ground for this when my children were young
Don't know
I am not sure how many exactly there are, I would be more concerned about the cleanliness of the restrooms in regards to my baby's needs
We have always been able to find a bathroom when needed at Lakeside Park, however, we usually stick the the main playground area
NA can't comment.
I haven't checked on this because I don't need this.
THere are if you know where to look for them!
not sure what there is
No basis for evaluation
needs to be more
Unknown to me
Do not have kids
I don't know
Can't have enough bathrooms - there could be more
n/a
I do not have small children
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Disagree Reponses
there is never enough restrooms
Are there any? Where are they?
Are there any? Where?
When my children were small, the bathrooms were always locked and I had to change babies on a blanket on the ground
don't really know
Bathrooms need improvements for me to use them with my children. Clean them please
Not sure
The restrooms seem far away from the playground
We could use cleaner bathrooms. Sometimes these are very dirty.
Maybe there are enough facilities, but I hesitate to use them because they are usually filthy
When it applied, I would often change diapers in the middle of the park on the grass because there really wasn't anything for babies (and there are many families that resort to this). Although there are
adequate restrooms available in certain areas, there aren't enough in the areas that see the most traffic on a regular basis (playground/rides/zoo).
no bathrooms open in winter months.
Not sure
high sinks
Modern clean restrooms
There could definitely be more restroms throughout the park
there are limited baby changing tables. Often had to change on the floor which is usually dirty and damp
So, so. Nothing is open when we go there early spring or fall to play. Have had to have boys pee outdoors. :
Another closer to the rides/playground would be great.
Bathrooms aren't kept up that great. We don't need MORE. Just updates or good cleanings for the ones we have. Well stocked toilet paper and soap are a MUST
lighthouse area could use something
Could probably use another bathroom near the rides.
Strongly Disagree Responses
N/A
too few restrooms. need small restrooms on peripheries
more bathrooms need to be available and need to be open during the day in the winte
bathrooms should open all year long
Bathrooms should be open all year round for people who use the park to exercise
I don't think there are enough restrooms, they are pretty dumpy the ones I have been in
We could use a bathroom by the playground area
We change our grandkids in the car or on a picnic table.
I dont think there r any with changing stations for babies
Need one by the Lighthouse
Not clean and disgusting
There needs to be more and those could be open year round. People do use the park on weeknds in the winter and it is not inviting when the bathroom doors are all locked on Saturday and Sunday
Clean
Not enough and they are not cleaned nearly enough.
My son is disabled and 9 there are no changing rooms for a child that big
Not enough
They always seem closed.
I don't have kids, don't pay attention to this.
NO!! More restrooms would be a terrific use of park space.
There are few changing stations and the bathrooms are often dirty/missing toilet paper. I would prefer a cleaner environment to use
they are not open year round. no way we are brining kids when the bathrooms are closed
Restrooms are fine but I don't know of any baby changing stations.
There are no baby changing stations and the restrooms are kind of disgusting
I haven't seen one in the men's bathroom and I'be been living here for years
Restrooms are not clean and run out of supplies. I go to area businesses to use their restrooms
As a mother, I would like it if more were available
More needed
No family restrooms, and lot of times changing tables are damaged or nasty
None open year round, 24/7
The restrooms are terrible, no soap, hot water, TP. Not enough in convenient areas
No - there aren't - more needed
it would be nice to have a separate bathroom for families with small children
There is no where to change your kids at Lakeside Park, it sucks
It would be nice to have a large bathroom area over in the playground area as 4 just isn't sufficient
highly inadequate
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12. There are a sufficient number of public restrooms in Lakeside Park. - Reponses
Blank Responses
bathrooms should be open all year. and more bathrooms
highly disagree
1
2
Need to be cleaner
Only problem is they are closed and locked for about half the year.
3
1
4
Need more
2
3
disagree
3
4
1
Strongly Agree Responses
Except again.... They are not open in the evening in the winter! StFf r working and could go around and close them at nigh
need more
Would like them kept cleaner and open year round
amount isn't the problem, it's the hours.
Agree Responses
having restrooms does not unlock doors
NE Entrance bathroom addition (2013) is greatly appreciated
see above
The schedule of open restrooms in the wintertime should be more consistent
they're not always open
Could be cleaner
I think so. At peak useage times, they bring in porta-potties, but we don't normally need more potties
Wish there was a port-a-potty stationed inbetween these areas, as they are spaced to far. It's hard to run to a bathroom with a small child who has to go
MIGHT BE NICE TO HAVE SOMETHING BY THE LIGHTHOUSE
when needed seem to do a good job bringing in port a potties
Yes, except in the colder months
No problem getting to them.
Seems pretty good
but they need to be opened when activities fall in later months. All of them not just the pavillion
could be larger for Walleye Weekend
I have used various restrooms at the Park.
Neutral Responses
no opinion
Portable toilets might be needed for more special events as a cheaper solution than more permanent facilities
one or two more would be nice
Need updating
3 a few more would be nice - updated
They are to far apart especially for small children and people with bladder problems
One more would be nice.
I don't normally get out much at the park but have found facilities sufficient when needed
the existing ones could certainly be cleaned more often
Unsure
they are filthy
They always seem closed.
One closer to light house would be nice.
They need to be updated
Depend where you are for your gathering.
There are never too many restrooms. Some needed closer to the lighthouse area
Maybe could use one over towards the lighthouse.
The bathrooms on oven island really need updating, they are gross and disgusting all the time
None open year round, 24/7
Fine for us but we don't have small children.
restrooms are locked in spring
Keep one of these OPEN ALL YEAR!
see above
not enough and not clean
I think the restrooms that are there could be upgraded or made nicer
Could be cleaner
On walks I have found the current restrooms are not always open
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Disagree Responses
could use a few more
there is never enough restrooms
As children grew to toddlers, we had to use a tree a few times due to the restrooms being locked (especially by the harbor
The existing restrooms need to be renovated.
From bridge east only baseball island east to harbor and light house
A set by the lighthouse would be nice.
I don't think there are any on the East end.
play area could use one on the opposite side by employee buildings
There are never enough restrooms for woman and we always have to wait, so more closely together would be great. Moms are the ones running with the kids and hoping to get there in time
Could use another set or some more portables.
Although there are adequate restrooms available in certain areas, there aren't enough in the areas that see the most traffic on a regular basis (playground/rides/zoo)
not always open
There is never enough womens restrooms
Could use one by the rides
too spread out
Modern clean
Should be a couple more in spots
There could definitely be more restroms throughout the park
Could use an additional rest room by the boat launch
Would like additional near boat docks 24/7
Could use a few more bathrooms
The distance for newly potty trained kids can be a problem.
lighthouse area could use something
could be a couple more, especially for the larger events.
And waht is there is of poor quality
Could probably use another bathroom near the rides.
We need more Lady's rooms!
There are enough bathrooms for the most part but they need to not be locked all the time. The furthest one west, across from the train always seems to be locked
Strongly Disagree Reponses
not enough
too few restrooms
open during the day in winter
It would be nice to have more bathrooms in the park closer together and open all year around
Not many that I know of.
We could use a bathroom by the playground area
Need one by the Lighthouse
No, not enough and not well located.
see comment from above
3 ladies stalls by the playground is not sufficient
Clean
The bathrooms at the softball diamonds are disgusting! We can find money to put up new fences, but nothing for better bathrooms? I realize men don't care, but the bathrooms need to be updated!
They are not always available/open.
NO!! More restrooms would be a terrific use of park space.
There should be more, especially by lighthouse for fishermen.
They are all scattered and far
they are not open year round. no way we are brining kids when the bathrooms are closed
If there were one inbetween the lighthouse and the beginning of the park it would be perfectly fine
Restrooms are not clean and run out of supplies. I go to area businesses to use their restrooms
During special events, more women's restrooms are needed.
More needed
see above comment
the ones now are deplorable.
They are not open all year
no
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13. The current Pavilion (next to the bandstand) is a great space to rent for special events. - Reponses
Blank Responses
neutral
4
5
4
5
2
4
Yes
2
5
neutral
3
3
4
Highly Agree Responses
Think it's to hight of a price!! But a great place
Excellent and have used it.
I have rented for family functions Love it.
Keep it updated, but NOT more POSH!
I rented this in December 2014 and it was great.
Absolutely
5 used it last yr for a baptism it was great and afordable
Later rentals hours would be nice (currently you have to be out by 11pm). For weddings its difficult to plan this timeframe
I got married there!!!
needs renovation
air conditioning would help in summer months; or months with lakeflies
But it needs to be updated.
Updating the current building, as it stands, would be nice
Had my wedding reception there. VERY SATISFIED with location and price
yes
could use a facelift
I have never been impressed with the pavilion. It is old and dated and seems like an afterthought for a meeting place
my family has rentened it for many years I love it,very reasonable..love love love it
have rented many times!
It would be nice if the time could be expanded to later at night. The last time I was there for a party we had to be out by 11 pm
needs updating and modernization
We were married at the gazebo and had reception at the pavilion
Price can be a bit high but the space is wonderful. Wish the building was available longer for weddings etc. Having to be out by 11 put a damper on rental option
Agree Responses
have attended weddings and showers
we have attended the space
needs better price
Needs upgrading
been to showers, birthday parties, etc - never hosted one though
but it needs some updating
Parking can be an issue
But it's pretty bare bones, very institutional in feel.
It needs to be updated a little.
it could use updating
Restrooms need to be updated. With proper hand washing equip
A larger facility would be nicer but it seems adequate for what it's used for
Still sought after for grad parties. It could be revamped, but would be best to leave the exterior the same. I would not tear it down and build a new one. It's quaint and it's historical, Like the Grandstand.
When I visit Fireman's Park at Elkarhdt Lake...I love the fact that the small store looks the same. I love the screen doors. A new building is just any ole new building. No personality
Could use a update in bathrooms
cold during winter...interior needs updating
needs updating
Restrooms could use a revamp.
could use a facelift.
It has been a great place to rent
Is a nice building. I had my wedding reception there
Yes, but it isn't classy. Gives a walmart, low income sort of vibe, but it serves it purpose
Seems like it is. Haven't needed to rent it.
It could use some updates
I've used it for a family reunion and thought it was very nice given the price
getting a bit expensive
It is a bit dated but wo runs well for the gatherings and wreath building we've attended
Rented it last year and had a blast
Yes, if you book it far enough in advance
could be remodeled a bit and updated.
Maybe not GREAT, but it is ok
But it is in major need of an upgrade - even if that requires a higher rental cos
Needs up dating
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Neutral Responses
don't use - causes parking and crowd problems. party participants take over that part of the park
Think so...
It should be available earlier in the morning
Its a great space, however it could use some updating. It might be rented more often if it was
I'm not sure. .. is it heated pretty good in the winter?
It needs updating
Could use some interior renovations
could be bigger
NA
I have been to events there. It was cold inside.
It could be improved and more entertainment for people under 50
need more like that..very hard to rent always unavailable
could be updated
It needs air conditioning!
needs air con
Very dated. Rented several times, but wish kitchen and bathrooms were better kept.
Unsure
Could use some renovating
Great - no. Fine - yes.
It is nice to have, but it doesn't have air and it is outdated and dark
needs updating
could use updates
its ok but not great
Needs improvements
Could use some updates.
Needs work desperately
good, not great, could be updated
Needs updating.
Perhaps a 2nd Pavilion would be nice if space allows
Nice, but difficult to book...used a lot.
this is a good space but could use some sprucing up.
It would be nice if it were updated and brighter
No basis for evaluation
Define great. It could stand some improvements
Never have rented it.
Updates needed
the pavillion can be renovated - making it larger, updated and allowing more guests - the park can rent out for wedding receptions and other functions - a good source of revenue for the par
it nice but no AC in the summer
It's a great space, but is very outdated and unattractive.
Nothing too exciting
Disagree Responses
My family frequently rents this hall for parties. I find it uncomfortable as there is no place to really sit down and socialize other than folding chairs
The location is great, but it is in need of renovation-especially the restrooms
Air conditioning would be nice
needs to be updated and needs some improvements.
The space is good but needs updating.
Depends on the event. It is not a great space.
It needs an update
Needs to be upgraded
Needs updating
it is out dated, could have a second floor with view and balcony access
Old, cold, bad bathrooms, not ideal
I have rented in the past. The space was very dirty, I had to take a broom to the ceilings and walls to clear out spiders and webs and other dirt/debris. The kitchen is very smal
Could be upgraded to reflect the beauty of the park
Could be more bright and attractive.
it's cold, not warm and friendly or classy
adequate but not great, needs updating and smells bad
Ugly, cold, utilitarian.
It really needs updating and not that appealing especially for out of town visitors
Some improvements could be made.
Highly Disagree
There could be more pavilions available.
if the price is right maybe dont know the price
It would be a very nice place to rent if it were updated and had more space
Needs to be updated and improve functionality.
Outdated needs more warmth
It's too old and cold looking, it's not welcoming
It's kind of a dump
outdated boring n needs more reason to rent area
old and dirty,
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14. There should be more festivals like Walleye Weekend/Art on the Island/Car Shows being held in Lakeside Park. - Reponses
Blank Responses
highly agree
2
5
the car show was cancelled, wasn't it?
5
5
4
Yes
3
4
highly agree
4
3
4
Highly Agree Reponses
I totally agree. We love festivals. Would like to see 2 or 3 more each year
i believe that we shold utilize the park as much as possible especially with more festivals to gain interest of non-residents to attend and increase revenue
This generates income for all of Fond du Lac
Is it possible to have more concerts out there? I know Oshkosh has a series of summer concerts. They don't all have to be rock. We have the beautiful bandstand that is highly under used
yes,, this is what fond du lac has been waiting for
YES. If you have money to spend, Let's put another festival or four on in town. I love the Art on the island
The more people we can bring to FDL, the more that stop in town for food or fill their car up with gas, or check out a shop they've never visited before
5+ Fond du Lac needs events which draw from the UP of MI down to Milwaukee
music festival's
More quality concerts/performance arts would bring guests from outside the city. A nice venue for this would greatly increase tourism/visitors to the city of Fond du Lac
Absolutely. We have a 400 acre park. Beautiful. It is under-utilized. You need to have events for the community/public. However, FDL is really behind the 8-ball on this. Now you will need to be creative
to differentiate yourself from the other communities that do this and do it well.
Absolutely!!! It's a beautiful park and would bring revenue to the city
Yes, attract tourists. Help stimulate the economy.
Why isn't the Farmers Market held here?
why isn't the farmers market there?
I would enjoy more bands similar to what they do in oshkosh at waterfest
Absolutely!!! We have one of the best parks in the country. We need to have tons more events!!!
We need more things to do in FDL
contest, kite flying, Form a committee for this only.
More music in the park is needed
Festivals are fun.
Child friendly scavenger hunt would be fun
A summer concert series like Waterfest in Oshkosh would be awesome!
Taste of fdl
I would love to have the art walk in the park in the summers or move the farmer's market to the island once in a while
There are good facilities in place that could be utilized more frequently to add revenue to the local area
we always go to the car shows in the park, wish there were more
their isnt much to do in fdl so to have more events come about. it would be nice and an opportunity to be outdoors more
walleye weekend is very difficult for people that live nearby. It is a big drunk which seems strange since it is promoted as a family festiva
absolutely!!! should be used all yr round
Take advantage of your beautiful park!!!
I enjoy events that bring the community together.
I would love to see more activities each month during the Summer especially
Well of course! Why isn't our park being utilized and marketed as a great venue for shows, etc.?
Bike race
Yes take advantage of the water!
Agree Responses
a few more new additions would be great
It is a beautiful park and it would be wonderful to have these types of events showcased it's such a beautiful place
music events would be great but we do have Buttermilk on Mon and Wed...
Yes, maybe a few more.
but not without more parking
Enjoy Art on the Island
October festival would be great! crafts and other vendors with fall activities
limit alcohol
something every other weekend would be nice.
It is a beautiful park!
Anything that brings more people to the park is good.
car shows
a fall event might be something to consider, the problem is always finding volunteers to market and organize these events and the more you have the more people you nee
Do NOT book something for every weekend, need some quiet times.
Great opportunity for community spirit
This is an ideal use for a large park.
something around Halloween would be nice
We love Art on the Island! Events centered around crafting, shopping, or for kids would have us interested
It seems that we could host more events.
If we had more festivals we could bring more people. But things like tents that go up and come down to use for them not buildings that stay
It would be nice if they offered live music like Oshkosh does in the summer
outdoor concerts such as Waterfest in Oshkosh
they are alot of work but I believe they would be well attended
if beneficial to community
Art fairs
These events certainly bring people to Fond du Lac, which brings in more revenue
It would be nice to see more kid friendly festivities
Fondue fest should be downtown
music festivals
More concerts, maybe?
Yes, it would be great to have the park have a destination event every weekend
Events that bring in families are always appreciated.
Especially if they add parking to accomodate the extra visitors
Maybe some in spring, fall, and winter?
how about something like Oshkosh does - weekly or monthly music on the water
Visitors' Bureau could promote our park more?
Could relocate the farmers market to the park.
but not all should close the roads to through traffice as does WW
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Neutral Responses
we feel there is a lot
park seems to be well used now
Yes
Some of these charge admission. Are there fees they pay?
Keep it simple! Fondy has enough other places for those activities
3 im okay with whats currently offered- i live close so i dont want crazy traffic every weekend
We enjoy the current festivals, but I wouldn't want to see too many festivals as they detract from the natural beauty of the park
have a kids festival. i think that walleye and car shows are geared more towards the adults than the kids
I would not want to over schedule the park, so as to make it less accessible just to visit for pleasure
Walleye weekend has become quite seedy. Not sure how to control this. Maybe more emphasis on the fishing and a place for fisherman to stay would be beneficia
NO MORE FISHING TOURMAMENTS
We feel as though the park is utilized quite well. Various events and gatherings are offered throughout the year
We enjoy art in the park
Would like to see one at the end of Oct for Halloween for kids
I prefer ART and outdoor athletic events
Taste of FDL is already moving; no more than once a month
If they 'd be as well run as those mentioned I'd love it
not walleye weekend, but art and car shows are great
Perhaps but not the taste. The parking on the island for Seniors and handicap is appalling. We struggle with this every time with Art on the island
Can Fond du Lac support more festivals? No.
The park is a good venue for music events
Disagree Responses
parking and crowd problem
Perfect number. Makes good use of park but still allows it to be accessible
More events could be planned for seasons other than summer?
Make the current festivals better.
Fond du Lac struggles with the festivals they already have
One is enough. Having more would only make the Park inaccessible to much of the general public during those festivals
There are many softball tournaments that happen at the park that do not get recognized throughout the city. This should be a great opportunity for the community to watch sports at Lakeside
It is a beautiful park--would like to see more events
Not really. We have enough.
We still want there to be access on weekends to the general public not looking for a large festival that takes up the whole park! Smaller festivals that take up a portion are fine
Highly Disagree Responses
That takes away from our quiet time in the park. It's a PARK you idiot
Too many events prevents locals from enjoying the park
The Park is underutilized for all seasons of the year. There should absolutely be more activities going in at such a large open and inviting space. One fishing tournament is a sad display of the willingness of
the community to do other fun things.
we have just enough--the public like to rent the park too and if too many weekends were booked they would not be able to
NO
The park should not be a place that is booked continuously by big events. There are enough events booked there now on a regular basis
I would rather have the park available for family outings than it always be packed with festivals/people
Its plenty busy
alchol free events, kids dont need to see consumption of beer and booze
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15. I feel safe when visiting Lakeside Park. - Responses
Blank Responses
highly agree
1-Sometimes
5
2
4
4
4
Yes
2
5
agree
4
3
3
Daytime yes nighttime no
Strongly Agree Responses
But not if you start selling alcohol
Except for speeding cars right after school
but i dont know that i would if there was always alchol around
now I do, if restaurants and beer gardens come, then not so much
I take my dog to the dog park because i feel so much safer than the other dog park. Love how it is a big rectangle space with tons of room. Always cars driving there
We have great police in FDL
never had a problem.
Police patrol is regular and noticeable.
40 plus years of going here an I still love it an feel completely safe
Fond du Lac has a great Police presence.
Agree Responses
only during the day
more lights in parthways, too dark at night
more lights in parthways, too dark at night
never had problems
Not there at night unless riding through to view lake in a car
normally only visit during day time
I guess it depends on when you go. Late in the evening the lighthouse circle is a good place for kids. They aren't threatening just loud and acting like kids
Depends on the time of day. Later in the day not so much.
there will always be a rowdy element along lighthouse row..How can that change?
Not as much in the evenings
4
only in daytime
during the day
Depends on the type of crowd (not too much drinking/disorderly) and time of the day
I think the image of the park is compromised in the evening and at night when people are hanging out but it's pretty much impossible to eliminate tha
YES! during the day hours.
I do, however I am not at the park after dark or alone.
During the Day...Not in the evening or at night.
For the most part. Not extremely fond of having kids at the park after dark during the warmer weather months. There tends to be groups of teens & young adults that can be intimidating or acting in ways tha
younger children should not witness.
During the day, yes. Less-so at night.
Usually. There are always a few crazies out there.
Except for the geese that chase me.
actually depends on time of day
some evenings late could be questionable
park should close at certain time like rest of parks
Recommend security cameras for deterent
most of the time
evening hours not so much.
YEs, because it isn't crowed or full of bars...no bars please
After dark it feels a big sketchy
Only during the day.
Unless there are dogs in the children's area and people smoking. And sometimes the trash left in the play area is GROSS
the police patrol the area and are visible there day or night, during the week or weekends
Except the tent city in the woods near supple's
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Neutral Responses
Usually accessed by car during daytime hours
Yes, except the few times when teeenages go by with music blaring and their raucus activity
I feel safe in main park not always in Lakeside West
I did get attached by a goose once--- seriously!
I do feel uncomfortable with all the kids in their cars on the side of the road in summer. I know they need a place to go. What about a gathering area. Near Pete's
During the day, at night (as always) I lock the doors. Occasionally leary of groups hanging out in the parking lot near the light house
Aside from the light show, I avoid this place at night. Too many teenagers
Depending on when.
During the day, yes. At night, no.
sometimes not in the evening when the kids are hanging around
Only during the day. Homeless people do hang out in the shelters and at times make it difficult to enjoy the setting
summer weekend nights are questionable.
not after dark. cant we have a cctv system or private security 24/7?
Not at night
This depends...there are some questionable individuals that hang-out in this area and loiter. By myself I feel comfortable, but I feel less safe with my children
Depends largly on the time of day
For the most part I feel safe. However, I enjoy parking by the lighthouse and so many teenagers use that area as a meeting place. At times they can be very roudy, dense and use bad language, which I do
not appreciate with my children around.
I don't feel entirely safe anywhere in the city of FDL anymore
Depends on the time of year
Don't like all the high school students hanging out in large groups next to the light house during nighttime hours
Diversity has brought in Gang Activity all over including the park
I have rarely been to Lakeside after dark, but I feel fairly safe during the day. I would not go to the Westside area by myself however
I do not feel as safe at night there depending on the cars parked there
I'm a big dude so I feel safe anywhere in Fondy
not when there are youths loitering around
Not at dusk. Too much rowdy teen activity. Leave the one's hanging out alone and go after the speeders
Need to crack down on the misfits hanging out by the light house
Daytime, yes.
depends on time of day
depends what time of the year and what time of day
Disagree Responses
There are some questionable characters there at nightfall by the lighthouse usually
I Don`t go there after Dark
Yes during daytime but not at night
Depends on the time of day
Too many young kids sitting on the sides of the streets during the evening and night hours. Usually near the bandstand
add patrols by bike would be good
Only when it's light.
Depends on the time of day.
Drug use and other activities have been witnessed by myself and children. Call to the police and nothing they could do, the drug users had moved on
Too many loud teens and their annoying vehicles
I don't visit after dark except for the holiday light show
Strongly Disagree Responses
Again to many teens there doing nothing cause people to stay away
teenagers speed through the park at night yelling and throwing things
There too many people sitting outside their cars blasting their music. Especially when you want in the evening. Should have signs
teenagers speed through the park yelling and throwing things at night
The teens that hang out by the lighthouse are a nuisance.
when visiting at night I feel unsafe when teens are driving around fast and yelling at people walking by. They are always by the light house parking lot. would like to be able to enjoy the view there but no
longer visit at night because of the teens!
There is not enough lighting or security for such a big space

